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Binder: CONFIGURATION LINKS: CODE

IMPORTS AllocDefs, BcdTabDefs, BFSDefs, DirectoryDefs, DiskDefs, FrameDefs, FSPDefs, ImageDefs, IODef
**s, MiscDefs, SegmentDefs, StringDefs, SystemDefs, StreamDefs, SymbolCompressorDefs, TableDefs, TimeDe
**fs, TrapDefs

CONTROL BinderControl =
BEGIN
BcdControl;
BcdTreePack;
BcdDebug;
BcdTreeBuild;
BcdScan;
BcdParse;
BcdSEBuild;
BcdFileLookup;
BcdHeap;
BcdUtilities;
BcdLoad;
BcdBind;
BcdWrite;
BindErrors;
BinderControl;
ImageRunner;
END.